Instruction schedulers for superscalar and VLIW processors must expose sufficient instruction-level parallelism to the hardware in order to achieve high performance. Traditional compiler instruction scheduling techniques typically take into account the constraints imposed by all execution scenarios in the program, However, there are additional opportunities to increase instructionlevel parallelism for the frequent execution scenarios at the expense of the less freuent ones. Profile information identifies these important execution scenarios in a program. In this paper, two major categories of profile information are studied: control-flow and memory-dependence. Profile-assisted code scheduling techniques have been incorporated into the [MPACT-I compiler. These techniques are acyclic global scheduling and software pipelining. This paper describes the scheduling algorithms, highlights the modifications required to use profile information, and explains the hardware and compiler support for dealing with hazards that arise from aggressive use of profile information. The effectiveness of these profile-based scheduling techniques is evaluated for a range of superscalar and VLIW processors.
INTRODUCTION
Instruction scheduling typically takes into account the constraints imposed by all possible execution scenarios of the program. The constraints are determined using static analysis methods, such as live-variable analysis, reaching definitions, loop detection, and data-dependence analysis. ~ These static analysis methods do not distinguish between frequent and infrequent execution scenarios. Although this approach ensures that instructions are scheduled correctly, it may prevent the compiler from achieving a better schedule for frequent scenarios because of the constraints from infrequent scenarios.
There are two runtime variables that determine execution behavior: conditional branches and memory accesses. If these variables can be predicted, the compiler can determine the frequent scenarios and aggressively schedule them. For instance, if the compiler can predict which path of a conditional branch is usually taken, it can aggressively schedule along that path ignoring constraints from the other path. Likewise, if it can predict that two memory accesses usually do not conflict, it can assume that they do not conflict and move one access before the other.
In order to aggressively schedule the frequently executed scenarios, the infrequently executed scenarios could be penalized. For example, an instruction may be moved above a branch from the more frequently executed path. Thus, the infrequently executed scenario will execute an instruction unnecessarily. Because one path is optimized at the cost of another, inaccurate predictions may actually reduce the programs performance. While the compiler can use control flow and memory dependence analysis to estimate some runtime behavior, these techniques currently cannot be used to accurately estimate which execution scenarios to aggressively schedule. Profiling is a technique for instrumenting programs in order to collect runtime information. There are two types of profiling that can be used to predict execution scenarios: control-flow and memorydependence. Control-flow profiling collects information about the relative frequency of execution paths. Memory-dependence profiling summarizes the frequency of address conflicts between two memory references.
In this paper, we discuss how to collect profile information and how to modify instruction scheduling to use control-flow and memory-dependence profiling. In addition to explaining the usefulness of each form of profiling, we address the scheduling hazards due to mispredicting branches and memory dependences and" discuss software and hardware solutions for handling such hazards. To demonstrate the effectiveness of control-flow and memory-dependence profiling for instruction scheduling, we have modified the acyclic global code scheduler and the software pipeline scheduler in the IMPACT-I compiler to take advantage of profile information. These profileassisted scheduling techniques and their relative performance benefits are presented. We conclude with a discussion of additional uses of profiling information for assisting other compiler transformations.
PROFILE COLLECTION
Profile information is collected through probes inserted within the program. Figure 1 shows the phases of profile collection in the compilation process. Probes are inserted into the program intermediate representation.
Linking the probed program with the probing library forms the probed executable which when executed outputs the profile information. The profile information is collected for user specified inputs through multiple runs of the probed executable. Finally, the compiler takes the profile information collected and uses it to perform aggressive instruction scheduling.
In this section, we describe the instrumentation for control-flow and memory-dependence profiling. For control-flow profiling, the instrumen-.tation provides the compiler with the relative frequency of alternative execution paths. For memory dependence profiling, the instrumentation summarizes the frequency of address matching between two memory references.
Control-Flow Profiling
For the purpose of instruction scheduling, control-flow profiling provides the following information averaged over all the profile runs: the execution frequency of each basic block and the branch taken frequency of two-way and multi-way branches. These are maintained in a structure known as a weighted flow graph. A weighted flow graph is a quadruplet { V, E, count, arc_count }, where each node in V is a basic block, each arc in E is a control-flow path between two basic blocks, count (v that returns the execution count of a basic block v, and arc_count(e) is a function that returns the taken count of a control-flow path e. Control-flow profiling is setup automatically by the compiler. Using the weighted flow graph of the program, the code generator annotates the program to keep track of the execution frequency of each basic block and of the condition of each branch. For different runs of the same program, a condenser summarizes and averages the profile information. Lastly, the condensed profile information is mapped back into the weighted flow graph by a remapper.
PR~ PROFILE INSTRUMENTATION
The following steps are taken by the code generator to produce a probed executable for profile collection. A unique function id (fnid) is set upon entry into the function, and resets after each function call. A unique basic block id (bbid) is also assigned to each basic block within a function.
Within each basic block, a call to the probing function is inserted. The probing function also identifies between conditional branches, unconditional branches, and register jumps by the branch type (br). In the case of a conditional branch, the branch condition (cond) is passed into the probing function. For register jumps, the value switched on (cond) is used by the probing function. When the basic block is executed, the probing function uses the unique fnM-bbid pair to increment the basic block execution frequency and the unique Jhid-br pair along with cond to determine the branching frequency. The output of the code generator is then linked in with the probing function to generate a probed executable of the program. An example of probe insertion is shown in Fig. 2 . The C source and corresponding assembly code are given in Fig. 2a . Figure 2b shows the instrumented assembly code. When entering the function, fnid is set to a unique number, 2 in this case. Then for each basic block within the func- bb3: mov bbid <-3 bb3: moat max <-i mov max <-i bb4: jsr func() mov br <-null jsr probe(fnid,bbid,br,cond) bb4: mov bbid <-4 mov br <-null jsr probe(fnid,bbid,br,cond) jsr func() mov Enid <-2 tion, a bbid is assigned at the beginning. Depending on the type of the branch instruction, the appropriate cond and br values are set. Finally, a call to the probing function (the probing function is presented in Fig. 3 ) is inserted at the end of the basic block before the branch. When the probing function is invoked, the data structure for keeping profile weights is indexed by fnid and bbid to obtain the correct'entry. The basic block counter, bb_count, is incremented by one to take into account that the flow of control has entered this basic block. If the basic block ends in a branch instruction, br is used to update the branch taken count, br_count. In the case of a conditional branch, br_count is updated only when the branch is taken (cond equals to 1).
The user is required to execute and supply the instrumented program with the appropriate input files. The probed program is executed once for each input. Each execution produces a summary of the profile result for that particular run. Figure 2c shows a possible profile static. Individual profile results are combined into a single average file which can be mapped into the original intermediate code using the uniquefnid and bbid. The final weighted flow graph is shown in Fig. 2d . The number shown within each box is the basic block execution weight, and the number on the arc is the number of times that particular path of control has been taken.
Memory-Dependence Profiling
The basic concept behind memory-dependence profiling is to collect the frequency of address matches between pairs of loads and stores. Memory dependence analysis is used to answer the question of whether two references are independent of one another. In the case of a definite dependence, the addresses between the reference pair always match. In the case of a definite independence, the addresses between the reference pair never match. For memory dependence profiling, the cases for definite dependence and definite independence are disregarded since their address match frequency is known. Memory dependence profiling concentrates on the ambiguous reference pairs for which memory dependence analysis cannot provide a conclusive results.
Because memory-dependence profiling is much more expensive than control-flow profiling in terms of data storage and execution overhead, memory-dependence profiling is performed for only the most important execution paths identified by control-flow profiling. Based on the controlflow profile information, the program is divided into several regions. Instruction scheduling is considered only within each region. The compiler first marks those ambiguous store/load pairs which an aggressive instruction scheduler would reorder to improve performance. 2 Only the conflict status of these relevant store/load pairs are recorded during dependence profiling. After dependence profiling, the compiler utilizes the conflict frequency and a conflict threshold value to make the final instruction scheduling decisions.
The subroutine check_address, shown in Fig. 4 , is created to assist dependence profiling. An example of its use is shown in Fig. 5 During probe insertion, for each of the ambiguous store/load pairs that the compiler determined to be beneficial to reorder, a check_address subroutine call is placed in the code sequence right after the load (Fig. 5c ). The address for the store "is calculated before the store instruction and preserved up to the point of check_address. The load id and store id along with the memory addresses for the pair are passed into the probing function. The computed store address is immediately reset afterward to prevent false matches later on.
2 In our implementation, a pseudo instruction scheduling phase is used to determine the benefit of reordering ambiguous store/load pairs. To accomplish this, all memory dependences between ambiguous store/load pairs are removed during the pseudo instruction scheduling phase. When the probed program is executed, the probing function keeps count of then address overlaps for all the store/load pairs of interest. A possible profile output is shown in Fig. 5d . Similar to control-flow profiling, results from different runs are averaged. However, the profile result is not remapped into the intermediate code. The profile information is instead read into a separate data structure to facilitate code reordering during instruction scheduling.
SCHEDULING WITH CONTROL-FLOW PROFILE INFORMATION
Control flow profile information can be used to assist two basic components of global instruction scheduling techniques. The first component is inter-basic block code motion. Inter-basic block code motion is used to overlap .and reorder instructions among groups of connected basic blocks. By examining large groups of basic blocks, global instruction schedulers increase the opportunity for achieving a compact schedule. The second component is loop iteration overlap. Loop iteration overlap refers to overlaying the execution of consecutive iterations of a loop during global scheduling. Overlapping loop iterations provides global schedulers with an additional dimension (across iterations) to schedule.
Inter-Basic Block Code Motion
Control flow profile information can be used to effectively guide code motion among basic blocks. The possibly types of code motion associated with instruction scheduling are illustrated in Fig. 6 . Code motion is broken down based on the direction of the motion, upward or downward, and the nature of the control flow graph, split or join point. A particular movement of an instruction, A, consists of removing A from its source basic block (src) and inserting a copy of A into one or more destination basic blocks (dst). For example, the code motion illustrated in Fig. 6a has a src of BB3 and one dst, BB1.
1.1. Guiding Code Motion with Control-Flow Profile Information
The scheduling objective of moving instructions among basic blocks is to achieve a tighter schedule and thereby reduce the execution time of the program. This objective can be expressed with the following two equations. Inter-basic block code motion.
The performance effect that a particular code motion has on a basic block is the difference between the number of cycles to execute the basic block before and after scheduling [Eq. (1)]. The overall effect on performance is then computed by summing the individual effects of all basic blocks impacted by the code motion [Eq. (2)]. Many global schedulers utilize a sequence of code motions to achieve performance improvements. Equation (2) can be generalized to reflect a sequence of i code motions as shown here.
net_cycles= ~ (LJ ,,.i + ~ Aa.,i~)
i j
The problem with this approach is that undesirable scheduling decisions are likely to be .made since the relative execution frequencies of src and dst are not known. For example, consider the code motion in Fig. 7 . In this example, the scheduler attempts to achieve a more compact schedule by moving instruction A from BB2 to BB1. As a result, the execution time of BB2 is reduced by 3 cycles while increasing the execution time of BB1 by 1 cycle. Using Eq. (3), an overall reduction in net execution time is predicted. However, assuming the program execution is as specified by the basic block and arc weights in Fig. 7 , a net increase of 70 cycles is observed by performing the code motion.
Control-flow profile information can be used to greatly improve code motion heuristics. Control-flow profile information identifies to the scheduler Example of an undesirable upward code motion.
likely preceding and succeeding basic blocks. Code motion is then favored among these blocks, since a likely performance gain is expected. Also, code motions which increase the performance of a frequently executed basic block while reducing an infrequently executed basic block may be avoided. Equation (1) augmented with basic block weights obtained from control-flow profiling is given next. Using Eq. (4) in the previous example ( Fig. 7) , the scheduler can easily predict a performance loss by moving instruction A into BB1, and therefore would choose not to perform this code motion. The four types of code motion illustrated in Fig. 6 cannot be freely performed by an instruction scheduler. Each requires some additional compiler (2"31 and/or architectural support t4 7) to handle hazards associated with the code movement. The hazards associated with each form of code motion and some available solutions are briefly discussed in the remainder of this section.
1.2. Hazards with Upward Code Motion Above a Join
Upward code motion above a join point introduces execution paths which no longer execute the moved instruction. In Fig. 6a , moving instruction A from BB3 to BB1 removes A from the BB2-BB3 execution path. Therefore, to correctly update execution along all paths of execution, the moved instruction is copied to all incoming basic blocks of a join. In this manner, the instruction is executed along all paths of execution into the join both before and after code motion.
1.Hazards with Upward Code Motion Above a Sprit
Upward code motion above a control split point introduces two difficult problems. These problems arise because code motion above a split involves executing an instruction before it is certain it should have executed. This is known as speculative execution. All side effects of the instruction must be properly handled when the instruction is unnecessarily executed.
The first hazard is that a moved instruction may destroy a value used along an alternative path of execution. For example in Fig. 6b , instruction A may overwrite a value which is live (referenced before redefined) in BB3. This hazard may be overcome with either compile-time renaming or hardware renaming. With compile-time renaming, the scheduler modifies the destination of the speculative instruction to a new variable, and substitutes any uses of the destination with the new variable. With hardware renaming, alternative destination registers (shadow registers) are provided to buffer the results of speculative instructions. 14~ In both cases the hazard is avoided by providing the speculative instruction with a new destination, so the contents of the original destination are not destroyed.
The second hazard is that a speculative instruction may cause an exception which should not have occurred in the original program. For example in Fig. 6b , instruction A may be a load instruction and the conditional branch at the end of BB1 tests whether the address of the load is zero or not. The speculative toad instruction is executed regardless of the branch condition, therefore, whenever the branch results in a jump to BB3, the load will produce an illegal address signal. However, for these cases, the load was not supposed to be executed, so any exceptions raised by A should be ignored. Improper exception hazards may be handled with a variety of methods which vary in complexity and effectiveness.
The simplest solution to overcome signalling improper exceptions is to limit candidates for speculative execution to those instructions which may never result in an exception. A-second solution is to expand a processor's instruction set to include non-excepting or silent versions for all instructions which normally except. ~5' 7"81 When the scheduler generates speculative instructions, it converts the opcode of the speculative instruction to its silent counterpart. With additional compiler and architectural support, exceptions for speculative instructions may be delayed until it is confirmed the speculative instruction should have executed. 14'6~ In this manner, no exceptions in the original program are hidden with speculative execution.
1.4. Hazards with Downward Code Motion Below a Split
Downward code motion below a split introduces execution paths which no longer execute the moved instruction. This is the same hazard which code motion above a join causes. In Fig. 6c , moving instruction A from BB1 to BB2 removes A from the BB1-BB3 execution path. To correctly update all execution paths, the moved instruction is copied to all outgoing basic blocks of a split.
1.5. Hazards with Downward Code Motion Below a Join
Downward code motion below a join introduces another difficult problem. Again, the problem arises because the moved instruction is executed along more paths of control than it was before scheduling. In Fig. 6d , instruction A is originally executed when BB1 is entered. However, after code motion, A is executed when either BB1 or BB2 are entered. The side effects of the moved instruction must be properly handled when the instruction is unnecessarily executed. The methods of dealing with downward code motion below a join are completely different from those for dealing with upward code motion above a split.
To eliminate the unnecessary execution of the moved instruction, the scheduler applies code restructuring. 12~ The restructuring involved introduces a new basic block for each block which enters the join. The join point is then adjusted to after the moved instruction, and instructions prior to the moved instruction are copied into each of the new basic blocks. In this manner, the moved instruction executes on the same control paths before and after code motion. Alternatively, the hazard may be overcome with architectural support for predicated execution, tgl With predicated execution, instructions are executed based on the value of a boolean input flag. When the Boolean value is true, the instruction is executed normally. When the Boolean value is false, the instruction is converted into a no_op instruction. Therefore, the scheduler may associate a predicate with each moved instruction and place an assertion to that predicate in the original block of the instruction if one does not exist. Again, the moved instruction executes on the same control paths before and after code motion.
Overlapping Iterations
Another form of code motion is to move instructions across loop iteration boundaries and thus, overlap the execution of different iterations. Originally, the steady-state of a loop's execution is determined by the critical path through one iteration. The steady-state can be reduced if delays along the critical path are hidden by executing instructions from different iterations. Software pipelining is a systematic approach for overlapping loop bodies to reduce steady-state execution time.
One drawback to some software pipelining techniques is that the length of the steady-state schedule is fixed for all paths through the loop. (1~ This can particularly limit the performance if the most frequently executed path is much shorter than other paths through the loop. Control-flow profiling information can be used to determine which paths to include in the software pipelined loop body. Figure 8a shows the weighted control flow graph of a simple loop. The loop body consists of four instructions, where instruction A is a conditional branch. 3 Since instruction C is only executed 10% of the time, only the path {A, B, D} is softare pipelined. When control paths are excluded from the software pipeline, a mispredicted branch can break the software pipeline. The simplest approach to handling this hazard is to empty the software pipeline, execute the code along the taken path, and refill the pipeline. Figure 8b shows the software pipelined loop using this hazard resolution technique. This is a software hazard resolution technique since the compiler generates the necessary code to empty the pipeline and to execute the code along the taken path. Note that this example is overly simplified to illustrate the order in which instructions are executed when a branch misprediction hazard occurs. Thus, explicit branch instructions other than A are not shown, but their corresponding control flow arcs are shown. 4
In this simple example, there are only two stages in the software pipeline until the steady-state execution is reached. Typically, the number of stages is higher (in Ref. 15 the average number of stages is five). Thus, it can be costly to recover from a mispredicted branch using a software resolution technique.
It would be ideal if the execution could jump out of the pipeline, execute the taken path code, and jump back into the pipeline. In order to do so, the instructions in the pipeline that are along the not taken path of the branch need to be squashed. Squashing implies that the instructions are fetched but not executed. Predicated hardware support can be used to squash instructions in the software pipeline, t9"~2~ Figure8c shows the software pipeline schedule assuming predicated hardware support. In this example, A' is assumed to be a conditional branch instruction that also asserts a predicate p. Instruction B' executes B if predicate p is asserted, otherwise B is squashed. When the condition of A is false, the predicate p is asserted and instruction B executes. When the condition of A is true, the predicate p is not asserted and control branches to execute instruction C. After C executes, control branches back to the instruction following the mispredicted branch. Since the predicate p is not asserted, instruction B will not execute but other instructions scheduled with B' will. An algorithm for generating the software pipeline using hardware hazard resolution is presented in Section 5.2.
SCHEDULING WITH MEMORY-DEPENDENCE

PROFILE INFORMATION
The freedom of global instruction scheduling is limited by memory dependences. These dependences restrict the ability of the scheduler to move loads upward past stores. Because loads often occur on critical paths in the program, the loss of these code reordering opportunities can limit the effectiveness of compile-time code scheduling. Due to the practical limitations of current me .mory dependence analysis techniques, many independent pairs of memory references are marked as dependent because the dependence analyzer cannot conclusively determine that the two references always have different addresses. Also, two dependent memory references may actually have the same address only occasionally during execution.
Memory-dependence profiling can be used to estimate how often pairs of memory references access the same location. There are many cases in which the dependence analyzer indicates a dependence between two memory references, but the profile information reports that the references rarely or never have the same address. In these cases, the reference pair is reordered as if there were no dependence and conflict detection and repair code are added to maintain correct program execution. An important benefit of memory-dependence profiling is that it minimizes the negative impact of the added repair code. Using the profile information, the invocation frequency of the correction code is kept low, therefore reduces the repair cost.
Repair code is invoked when reordered load and store addresses overlap. Detection of overlapping addresses can be performed through software (~6) or through hardware support. An example of software detection is to insert explicit address comparison operations within the instruction stream to detect when a load and store address are the same. Software comparison of addresses assumes that only memory instructions of the same type can be reordered. An advantage of the software detection is that the compare instruction can be freely scheduled into an available resource slot. The disadvantage of the software detection is that extra resource slot is needed for the compare instruction, and that multiple compare instructions are necessary if a load is scheduled before multiple ambiguous stores.
An architectural support, referred to as the memory conflict buffer (MCB), eliminates the comparison overhead of the software method. The major components of the MCB are a set of address registers to store the addresses of the loads which have bypassed ambiguous stores (preloads), compare units to match the store addresses with the saved load addresses, and a number of status bits to keep track of the occurrence of address overlap. If an address overlap occurs, a predetermined status bit is set. This signals the need to invoke the repair code to re-execute the load instruction and the instructions which depend on it.
The status bit is examined by a new conditional branch opcode, called a check instruction. When a check instruction is executed, the status bit specified by the instruction is examined. If the status bit is set, the processor branches to the repair code. A branch instruction at the end of the repair code brings the execution back to the instruction immediately after the check. Normal execution resumes from this point.
a) b)
repair code r2 <-fr3 § il: id r2 <-(r3~4) update il: id i2: add r5 <-r2+l file i6: pld r6 <-(charct) mb2: id r4 <-(r2) return pointer i2: add r5 <-r2-1 The use of MCB for store/load movement is shown in Fig. 9 . In the original code segment, i5 and i6 cannot be disambiguated with i4. Using the MCB, the resulting code segment is shown in Fig. 9b . The check instructions are placed in the instruction sequence to invoke the repair code when the load and store addresses do match.
USES OF PROFILING IN IMPACT
Profiling is used extensively in the IMPACT-I compiler. The IMPACT-I compiler is a prototype optimizing compiler designed to generate efficient code for superscalar and VLIW processors. In this section we present an acyclic scheduling technique, superblock scheduling that uses control-flow and memory-dependence profiling. We also present a cyclic scheduling technique, modulo scheduling that uses control-flow profiling.
While memory-dependence profiling can be used for cyclic scheduling, it has not been incorporated into the modulo scheduling technique yet.
Acyclic Scheduling
Profile-based acyclic scheduling in the IMPACT-I compiler is based on an efficient structure referred to as the superblock. ~tT~ A superblock is a sequence of instructions in which control may only enter at the top, but may leave at one or more exit points. Equivalently, a superblock is a linear sequence of basic blocks in which control may only enter at the first basic block. Control-flow profile information is utilized directly to form superblocks.
Superblock formation consists of two major steps. First, traces are identified within the function. A trace is a contiguous set of basic blocks which are likely to execute in sequence3 21 Traces are selected by identifying a seed basic block and growing the trace forward (backward) to likely preceding (succeeding) basic blocks until either there is no likely predecessor (successor) or until the likely predecessor (successor) has already been placed into a trace. ~18~ Each basic block is a member of exactly one trace. An example of trace selection applied to a group of basic blocks is shown in Fig. 10a . In this example, three traces are identified in the code segment consisting of the following basic blocks: (1, 2, 5, 6), (3), and (4).
Second, to create superblocks from traces, control entry points into the middle of a trace must be eliminated. Side entrances can be eliminated by duplicating a set of the basic blocks in the trace. This set is the union of all blocks that are side entry points and those blocks within the trace to which control may subsequently transfer. The control transfers into the side of the trace are then moved to the corresponding duplicated basic block. This process of converting traces to superblocks is referred to as tail duplication. An example of tail duplication is shown in Fig. 10b . The trace consisting of basic blocks (1, 2, 5, 6) contains two control entry points to basic block 6. Tail duplication replicates basic block 6 (basic block 6') and adjusts the control transfers from basic blocks 3 and 4 to basic block 6'. After removing all side entrances, trace (1, 2, 5, 6) becomes a superblock. With superblock scheduling, control-flow profile information is utilized to identify likely execution paths in the code. List scheduling is then applied to the resultant superblocks. By scheduling the superblock as a single unit, a more compact schedule can be achieved along the execution path included in the superblock. Since superblock scheduling can result in both upward and downward code motion, hazards associated with each type of code motion must be handled. Upward code motion hazards are handled with compile time renaming and non-excepting opcodes for all excepting opcodes in the instruction set. Downward code motion hazards are handled with compile-time code restructuring. The reader is referred to Section 3.1 for more details regarding handling hazards for inter-basic block code motion.
Memory-dependence profile information is utilized in superblock scheduling to achieve a more compact schedule for each superblock. With conflict information available for store/load pairs, dependences among store/load pairs in the same superblock with infrequent conflicts are removed. Therefore, the superblock scheduler may freely re-order these memory accesses to obtain a tighter schedule. Hazards associated with re-ordering store/load pairs are handled using the MCB architectural support along with the compiler generated conflict correction code is discussed in Section 4.
The superblock scheduling algorithm used in the IMPACT-I compiler is shown in Figs. 11-13 . The algorithm is broken down into 3 parts. An initialization step (Fig. 12) is first performed. Initialization includes dependence graph construction in which the appropriate store/load dependences are omitted based on the memory-dependence profile information. Also, a check instruction is inserted into the superblock for each load which may possibly be converted into a preload. The second part of the algorithm (Fig. 11) hazards as they occur. Check instructions are removed during scheduling when their corresponding load was not converted into a preload. Note that when dealing with downward code motion hazards, a test is performed to ensure that the superblock to which a new instruction must be inserted has not been scheduled. This test is necessary for VLIW processors with strict timing requirements; however, it is not necessary for superscalar processors. The final part of the algorithm (Fig. 13) generates the necessary conflict correction code for all preloads. Correcting a conflict involves re-executing the preload instruction and all subsequent instructions before the check which directly or indirectly use the result of the preload.
1.1. Experimental Methodology
To study the effectiveness of superblock scheduling, execution driven simulation is performed for a range of superscalar and VLIW processors. The benchmarks used in this study are described in TableI. Each benchmark is profiled on a variety of inputs to obtain representative control-flow and memory-dependence profile information. An input different from those used for profiling is then used to perform the simulation for all the experiments reported in this work.
The basic processor used in this study is a RISC processor which has an instruction set similar to the MIPS R2000. (~9) The processor is assumed to have in-order execution with register interlocking and deterministic instruction latencies (Table II) . The processor contains 64 integer registers and 32 floating point registers. Non-excepting versions of all instructions excluding store instructions and architectural support for the memory conflict buffer ('-~ are further assumed in the processor. 
1.2. Experimental Results
The performance of superblock scheduling is compared for 4-issue and 8-issue superscalar processors. The issue width is the maximum number of instructions the processor can fetch and issue per cycle. No limitation is placed on the combination of instructions that may be issued in the same cycle. For each configuration, the program execution time, assuming a 100% cache hit rate, is reported as a speedup relative to the program execution time for the base configuration. The base configuration used is an 1-issue processor with conventional basic block code scheduling.
The performance improvement observed with control-flow and memory-dependence profile information available to the scheduler is shown in Fig. 14 . s Basic block scheduling provides little speedup for both the 4-issue and 8-issue processor. With control-flow profile information available, large speedup improvements result for all benchmarks. The superblock structure provides the scheduler with many more opportunities to extract instruction-level parallelism. Furthermore, by directly exposing important execution paths to the scheduler with superblocks, intelligent inter-basic block code motion decisions are made.
With memory-dependence profile information also available to the scheduler, additional performance improvement is observed. The largest improvements were observed for crnp and grep for an 8-issue processor.
The additional freedom to re-order ambiguous store/load pairs enabled the scheduler to obtain a much tighter schedule in the critical sections of these programs. For those benchmarks in which no measurable performance was observed, cccp, eqntott, lex, and tbl, few stores were found in the frequently executed code sections. Therefore, little opportunity is available in these benchmarks to improve performance by reordering store/load pairs. 
Cyclic Scheduling
Modulo Scheduling is a software pipelining technique that schedules loops whose body consists of a simple basic block. ~j~ In order to schedule loops with conditional constructs, the conditional constructs must be converted into straight-line code. If-conversion can be used to convert conditional constructs into straight-line code. 112 '15'2j~ In this paper we discuss modulo scheduling with if-conversion assuming predicated hardware support. 19'121 As discussed in Section 3.2, predicated hardware support allows for efficient hazard resolution. When the branch is taken (mispredicted), the taken path code is executed and control branches back to the instruction following the branch. The predicates ensure that the not taken path code is squashed.
Control-flow profiling information is used to modulo schedule the most frequently executed paths in the loop. After the most frequently executed paths have been selected, if-conversion is applied to these paths. For conditional branches where both successor basic blocks are included in the modulo schedule, the branch is converted to a predicate assert operation and operations along both paths are predicated. For conditional branches where only one successor is in the modulo schedule, the branch is converted into a branch and predicate assert operation and only the not taken path (the path in the modulo schedule) is predicated.
In modulo scheduling, the interval at which loop iterations are initiated, the iteration interval (II), is fixed for every iteration of the loop. ~~ The scheduler determines the lower bound on II and then tries to find a schedule for this II. The scheduler first tries to schedule operations involved in dependence cycles and then list schedules the remaining operations. If no schedule can be found, the II is incremented and the process is repeated until a schedule is found or the II reaches a predefined limit. The minimum II is determined by the resource and dependence cycle constraints. In this paper, we focus on loops without dependence cycles. Figures 15-19 present the algorithms used to modulo scheduled profiled loops without dependence cycles. These algorithms are discussed at a fairly high level of abstraction. For more detailed information, refer to Ref. 22 . In these algorithms, we refer to the elements to schedule as operations before scheduling and instructions after scheduling, where an instruction consists of all the operations scheduled at the same cycle.
The basic modulo scheduling algorithm is presented in Fig. 15 . The first step in this algorithm is to find an II that can be scheduled. The routine schedule_II in Fig. 16 attempts to find a schedule for a given II. Note that if an operation cannot be scheduled in the cycle that it is ready, it is delayed until it can be scheduled. If it is delayed more than II cycles, it cannot be scheduled and schedule_II fails.
After scheduling II, the software pipeline can be constructed. Each stage in the software pipeline is II cycles long. The software pipeline consists of three parts, the kernel, the prologue, and the epilogue. The kernel represents the steady-state execution. Since some register lifetimes may span more than one II, the kernel is unrolled to satisfy the longest lifetime. Modulo variable expansion (MVE) is used to rename registers with lifetimes that span more than one II. t~ The algorithm to generate the kernel is presented in Fig. 17 , The prologue and epilogue are used to fill and empty the software pipeline. The algorithm to generate the prologue and epilogue is shown in Fig. 18 . The prologue and epilogue are created in a fashion that ensures that registers are aligned properly at the prologuekernel boundary and at the kernel-epilogue boundary.
Note that the algorithm in Fig. 18 only creates one epilogue which is executed at the end of the kernel code. To ensure that the loop executes the correct number of times, a remainder loop is prepended to the software pipeline schedule as shown at the end of the algorithm in Fig. 15 .
The only difference between the modulo scheduling algorithms with and without profiling is that the taken path of the branch must be copied every time the branch and assert operation is copied. Figure 19 shows the copy operation algorithm. After the software pipeline has been constructed, the taken paths of each branch and assert operation are scheduled taking into account the dependence and resource constraints of the pipelined schedule. Once the taken path is scheduled, a branch operation is inserted to branch to the instruction following the instruction containing the branch and assert operation.
During scheduling, the constraints of the excluded paths are ignored. This is possible since (1) speculative execution is not allowed, and (2) control branches back to the instruction following the branch and assert operation. Since speculative execution is not allowed, control dependent operations will not be moved above the branch and assert operation. Disallowing speculative execution will not affect the size of II, but may lengthen the number of stages in the pipeline. Since control branches back to the instruction following the branch and assert operation, operations moved from above to below the branch during scheduling will always be executed. Furthermore, since the paths merge at the instruction after the branch, the branch operation prevents operations from being moved above the merge point. Operations below the merge point that are control dependent on the branch will be predicated.
1. Experimental Methodology
To evaluate the effectiveness of using control-flow profiling for cyclic code, we applied modulo scheduling with if-conversion to a range of superscalar and VLIW processors with predicated hardware support. The benchmarks used in this study are 25 loops selected from the Perfect Suite. ~23J These loops have no cross-iteration dependences and have at least one conditional construct. The loops are assumed to execute a large number of times and thus only the steady-state (kernel) execution is calculated for the modulo scheduled loops.
The base processor used in this study is a RISC processor which has an instruction set similar to the Intel i860. ~24~ Intel i860 instruction latencies are used. The processor has an unlimited number of registers and a ideal cache. 
Experimental Results
The benefit of control-flow profiling for modulo scheduling with predicated hardware support is illustrated by comparing the speedup with and without profiling information for superscalar/VLIW processors with issue rates 2, 4, and 8. ~6~ No limitation is placed on the combination of instructions that can be issued in the same cycle. For each machine configuration, the loop execution time is reported as a speedup relative to the loop execution time for the base machine configuration. The base machine configuration is an isstte-1 processor with traditional local and global optimization support and basic-block code scheduling. The base machine does not support predicated execution.
The benefit of using control-flow profile information to improve the performance modulo scheduling with predicated hardware support is shown in Fig. 20 . The speedups are calculated using the harmonic mean. Overall, profiling improves the performance by approximately 12% for the issue-2 machine, II % for the issue-4 machine, and 7% for the issue-8 machine.
It is interesting to note the effect of control-flow profiling. By eliminating paths before modulo scheduling, the scheduling constraints along excluded paths can be ignored and a tighter II can be found. There are two types of scheduling constraints, dependences and resources. With predicated hardware support, reducing the resource constraints can be particularly important since all instructions along all control paths are fetched. Thus, the resource constraint is determined by the most heavily used resource along all paths. By eliminating some of the less frequently executed control flow paths, the minimum II is reduced. As shown in Fig. 20 , this particularly benefits the lower issue rates which incur more resource conflicts.
One final point to note is that while this technique has been presented as a way to exclude infrequently executed paths, it can also be used to exclude paths which contain software pipeline preventing code. For instance, loops with subroutine calls are often not software pipelined. However, if the subroutine is only called only some execution paths, they can be excluded and the remaining paths can be efficiently scheduled.
RELATED WORK
Profile information provides valuable data about the dynamic behavior of a program. Control-flow profile information has been used to assist compile-time code transformations both by the research and the product development communities. In the area of handling conditional branches in pipelined processors, it has been shown that profile-based branch prediction at compile time performs as well as the best hardware schemes, t26"27~ In the area of global code scheduling, trace scheduling is a popular global microizode compaction technique. Iz~ For trace.scheduling to be effective, the compiler must be able to identify the frequently executed sequences of basic blocks in a flow graph. It has been shown that control-flow profiling is an effective way to do this. ~3' 18~ Instruction placement is a code optimization which arranges the basic blocks of a flow graph in a particular linear order to maximize the sequential locality and to reduce the number of executed branch instructions. It has been shown that control-flow profiling is an effective way to guide instruction placement. ~2s' 29~
Control-flow profile information can help in identifying the frequently accessed variables t3~ in a program resulting in increased efficiency for register allocation. Function inline expansion eliminates the overhead of function calls and enlarges the scope of global code optimizations. Controlflow profiling can be extended to measure the frequency of subroutine calls in order to determine the best expansion sequence/3~) In the area of classic code optimization, by eliminating the constraints imposed on frequent execution paths by infrequent paths, control-flow profiling has been shown to improve the performance of classic global and loop optimizations. 132~
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper extends the use of control-flow profiling information to acyclic global scheduling and software pipelining. By systematically eliminating the constraints imposed by the infrequent execution paths on the frequently executed paths, the overall program performance can be improved through better scheduling. In acyclic instruction scheduling, profile information provides the compiler the means to predict the performance implications of code movement across basic blocks. As described in Section 3.1, this allows the compiler to decrease the overall program execution time by utilizing scheduling techniques which improve the execution time of certain paths in the program at the cost of others. Without profile information, such scheduling techniques cannot be used because of the possibility of optimizing the performance of a infrequently executed path at the expanse of a frequently executed path.
In cyclic instruction scheduling, the final instruction schedule is constrained by the resource requirements of the loop body. In this case profile information can be used to eliminate the infrequently executed basic blocks from the schedule. Software pipelining only the frequently executed path in a loop body results in a tighter schedule improving the overall program performance.
The use of memory-dependence profiling in the IMPACT compiler allowed speculative movement of memory load operations above stores in an efficient way. The profile information lets the compiler perform this optimization for load-store pairs which are unlikely to conflict. This minimizes the performance penalty introduced by the repair code which is invoked in the case of a conflict.
There are many .other optimizations witin the compilation process which can benefit from profile information. Examples include compilerassisted data prefetching and data locality optimizations. Some of the problems associated with compiler-assisted data prefetching are increased instruction count, memory bandwidth, and data cache pollution. Due to cache mapping conflicts, it is a difficult task to determine at compile-time which accesses actually need to be prefetched and when to prefetch them. Prefetching data that is already in the cache unnecessarily adds a prefetch instruction and associated address calculation instructions to the code and wastes memory bandwidth. Prefetching data too early can displace useful data in the cache. A memory-access profiler can gather information about data access and reuse patterns and which can be used to estimate which references actually need to be prefetched and when.
The techniques presented in this paper and the current research in compiler optimizations improve the performance of a program by predicting its runtime behavior at compile time. For optimizations where performance of one execution scenario of a program is improved at the cost of other scenarios, the accuracy of the compiler predictions translate into program execution performance. Profile information provides the compiler with an efficient means of predicting the program behavior.
